RASIPHAL 2009
CANCER 2009 ASTROLOGY
The period from 27th of January 2009 to 14th of April 2009 would be a tough period. During
this period, work pressure would be rising and you may not be capable to make friendly relation
with authorities. Hence, results may not be as per your efforts put in by you.
Career, Incomes and Gains
Beginning of the year would be fantastic as Sun and Mars both are going over the 6th House. Transiting
Jupiter and Mercury over the 7th house may also help you. Venus would be in 8th house, but later it will
move in 9th house on 27th of January 2009. Sun will enter into 7th house on 14th of January. Mars will
also enter in Capricorn on 27th of January 2009. Hence, after 27th of January 2009, there would be some
troubles at work place and your relation may get spoilt with seniors. The period from 27th of January
2009 to 14th of April 2009 would be a tough period. During this period, work pressure would be rising
and you may not be capable to make friendly relations with authorities.
Hence, results would not be there as per your performance. Even promotion could get blocked by seniors.
They may also impose their will on you. That's why idea of may come into your mind. But, you seriously
need to observe all the things before taking any major decision. If you have any interest in speculation,
this is the time when you should control such type of tendencies. During this period, you are also advised
to control rising expenditures. The month of May/June/July will come with lots of good news. Now you
would be able to overcome all types of hindrances. Your luck would be favoring you and you may
impress anyone due to eloquence in speech and impressive communication skills. Salary hike and
promotion may take place. Obviously, you would be rewarded for your contribution in organization.
Foreign trips are also indicated by planets. During the month of August/September there would be only
minor or avoidable troubles. The month of October to December will give a major boost in financial
position.

Love, Family and Social Life
The period form January 2009 to April 2009 is showing some troubles in married life. Chances of
separation or divorce would be very high. But, during the second and last phases of the year, your
relationship would go very smoothly with your spouse/lover. If, you are single and looking for dream
prince or princess, your search may end now. It is strongly possible; you will meet your destination. If,

you are already in love, you will spare some memorable moments with your partner. It is a perfect month
as far as worldly comforts are concerned. However, if, you are married, you may experience some
tensions too.
Education and Traveling
The period from January 2009 to April 2009 is going to give some troubles in relation of education for
those who are born under the Cancer ascendant. Possibly, you are not going to get expected results until
you put in your best. However, those who are preparing for higher studies might get success due to their
hard work and pre-planning Jupiter is going over the 7th house. Chances of traveling are very high. These
journeys would be advantageous. Gains through traveling are possible
Health

Any new and major health problem would be cause of tensions. However, you might get suffered due to
chronic as well as stomach related diseases.

